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To My Continuing Thoughts
Preface
1 ii n
Until the summer of 1971, I was mainly concerned with the making of beautiful
things. I was unconcerned with any other value existing in a work. I
appealed to the spirit of the eye not the mind. I thought of harmonious
colors, composition, etc. to please the senses.
Mr. Meyer suggested that I add a note of antagonism to my worksj a counter
element. I worked consciously with this thought that summer and not again
until the spring of 1972 when I started painting again. I came to believe
it was a more realistic approach to my work. I feel the real is not always
beautiful: reality is full of contradictions aid complexities. Reality
consists mostly of grey areas with enough black and white added to make it
interesting. Too much black is too oppressive snd heavy. Similarly, too
much white is shallow and lacks depth. I found a direct analogy with the
joy and sorrow one finds in living ; that both are necessary and compliment
each other. They make the grey of routine living more interesting.
The formation of this theory lead to a more complete relationship between
my work and my life. I felt my work was an extension of myself and not
just an objective arbitrary object.
In February of 1972 I saw the faculty show at Rosary Hill College. It was
obvious how each individual's personality matched their respective work or
visa versa. I realized how self-expressive my work was and how it repre
sented me as a person. Working became a catharsis for me and I became
very analytical and discriminating of what I created. I found the major
ity of my works contained this element of polarity; the combination of




I read Bonnie Gisel's thesis today. I feel it is expressive of her. I
am excited about doing mine for the first time.
The campus environment seems artificial and superficial. ..carnival-like.
This depresses me because it is a fantasy and is unreal. I envy those who











conform - nonconform - conform
never ending cycle of compensations
I resent responsibility but like leadership
Self-sufficient is a better word than independent
September 26:
Wendy's dancing school:




Little wind-up musical ballerinas
- mechanical all trying to be equal:
the same, so they may struggle to be different again.
September 27:
Am I not being self-centered in writing about myself? What other true
contribution do I have other than myself - my individuality?
October 1, 1972:
I inked up the first color on my sky print. It came up too
fast and will
probably fill in the color ink.
I got Wendy started on an etching: a little Paul Klee.
October 2:
I don't like to think of reality as being pathetic.
2.
October k:
Printed sky print. It didn't hold but I expected that, not having done
a lithograph in almost one year. This print will probably be many color
overlays to produce an essence of vast space and nondimension. I would
like to be able to control delicate washes again.
October 5>:




I feel myself inclined to technical detail. I think"it's just a change
in work habits. Possibly I am still influenced by my immediate environ
ment here.
October 9t
I am realizing the importance of silence.
The weather has been beautiful - crisp and clean. I feel there is a
newness, something beginning. I feel positive, affirmative and content
with the present.
October 10:
How can you abstract the subjective or mystical and make it objective?




Self-portrait: an allegory of crust formation.
I want to be able to advance with my ideas without all the technical
hangups .
Combination of real and fantasy,
serious and whimsical,
ending with a solid form of reality.




I like the two and three dimensional contrast of a zinc plate edge and a
lithograph. It makes the print more real, less flat and perfect. It gives
it more physical depth - symbolic of dimension of character.
October ll;:
I am too easily distracted: mainly by this photo student who has been
occupying much of my time. It frustrates me and I hsve a difficult time
rationalizing the relationship. My scheduled routine for this year has
been disrupted. It is pleasant sometimes to be bothered.
The problem lies not in the lines of a litho wash out where there are dark
lines over grey areas. Chances of filling-in are high. Having fountain
solution, acid or gum in the dampening water helps. .
October 15;
I am glad to be doing lithos again. I would like to conquer the "wash-
etch-print"
challenge before I leave here.
October 16:
I am going to start a campaign against litho washes. It requires a scien
tific controlled approach of measuring exact amounts of tusche, water, etc.
'The point is grey because it is neither white nor black or because it is
white and black at the same time; fateful point between coming-into-being
and passing away: the grey point. It is a non-dimensional point, a point
between the dimensions "2
natural order - concept of balanced opposites
artificial order - impoverished, but clearer and more comprehensible.
Articulation of movement from light to dark in
measurable passages from pole to pole. 3
Wash print of artificial order in black and white. Artificial order com
prehensible more to western intellect because it fulfills analytical re
quirements.
2Spiller, Jurg, Paul Klee: The Thinking Eye; The Notebooks of Paul Klee,
(Percy Lund, Humphries & Co. Ltd., London, 1961), p. 3.
3lbid., p. 10.
k.
"A concept is not thinkable without it's opposite. Duality treated as a
unity.u
October 19:
Used Ken Tyler's rosin reversal on the sky print stone
- interesting method.
I have got to solve how to save grey areas.
October 22;
Printed reversal. It was the best printing I've experienced. I used 1 oz.
of fountain solution plus 1 oz. of gum. The proofs and the twentieth print
were the same. I didn*t have to gum the stone at all during the printing.
I think it's interesting to note how, at the same time, all the world's
people are gathering in different places all for different reasons. In
Norway Joe is asleep while I am waiting for a film to begin.
October 29:
Do not define Today. Define past, present, spatial and many-sided. A
defined today is over and done for like the analyzed rose is nothing but a
pile of petals and the beauty of the whole is no longer visible.
October 30;
This dichotomy of feelings about people either leaving me alone or getting
involved is very disturbing. My work is relative: either conceptual and
cold or involved and dealing with the problem. I would rather deal with
things. Better control ...grey areas again. ..I need more practice.
grey areas : repetition : life
November 2:
I wonder if everyone has transition problems in changing routines.
The shop is busy now. It is mid-term. For five weeks no one came in extra
time. Now things are in., full swing with only four weeks until it will stop.
I dislike the quarter system.
November 6:
Trip to Georgian Bay with Stan and Wendy on the Bruce Trail.
Overwhelming newness,
clean fresh untouched serenity.
There are countless natural colors. To try and reproduce them would be an
unsurmountable task. I thought the best way would be through photographic
means. But even film has only three filters. To reproduce the feeling and
not just record specific itemized details in nature: to record the psychic
^Ibid., p. 15.
5o
feeling one experiences - impressionism.
The whole time away has been beautiful. I have been filled with joy and
am hopefully revitalized.
White birch, green pines
Stan's red and black checked jacket.
Brown worii-out summer plants,
Funny little mushrooms,
Wendy'
s red and yellow plaid pants.
The pinkish translucent color of
the late afternoon sky.
Little bleached-white fuzzy flowers
looking up, stretching, m
waitinr for frost so they might rest.
spirited and thin but rich together
together.
The contrast between the severe chopped-up glacial coast and the soft,
subtle earth brush is striking. To stand on one and hear the other pro
duces mental turmoil and confusion.
Magic happens when people are surrounded by such an environment.
Words.. .verbalizations on the non-verbal.
November 12;
Pictures from the Bruce Trail are nice. They seldom are as fantastic as
one would like to believe as one clicks the shutter.
November 13;
People harp continually on what is different in our time to such an extent
that they lose touch with what is not different, with what is essentially
the same.
To like elements that are hybrid rather thai pure,
conpromising rather than clean, distorted rather
than straight forward, ambiguous rather than arti
culated, perverse as well as impersonal, incon
sistent and equivocal rather than direct and clear,
richness of meaning rather than clarity of meaning.
To prefer "both -
and" to"either - or", black and
white, and sometimes grey, to
black or white.
To be readable on many levels at onee.
Complexity: more is not
less.5
^Venturi, Robert, Complexity and Contradiction in Modern Architecture,
(Museum of Modern Art, 1966), p. 22.
...A method between two pure extremes, which has
evolved from each of them until it has character
istics of both.
A building with no "imperfect" part can have no
perfect part, because contrast supports meaning;
An artful discord gives vitality to architecture.
?
November 15:
Printed green band on sky print. I tried printing dry because I go through
so many blotters and the paper creases too easily. I printed an edition of
five with the orange and green bands together. I want to overlay pure
colors with hard edges then over-print a poured wash in grey. This could
be the ultimate contradiction or combination of opposites. The conception
being very simple and straight forward, not subtle but obvious which is a
contradiction to me.
November 17;
I suppose I am a product of my time. . .transitions, change, opposites, any
thing goes.
Contradiction inherent in equal combinations.
November 20:
Deceptions - trees grouped together, bare of their leaves, look very soft
and gentle in their idleness of the winter months. Closer examination
proves them to be rough and brutal.
Idle snow flakes are soft furry stimulations but when activated. . .blown.. .
they become piercing hard pellets.
Active vs. passive
people - motivation determines their direction.
November 2ij;
Saw the Godfather. Excellent film. Each frame was a photograph beauti
fully done in soft rich colors...Rembrandt lighting.
I have become very sensitive to films and photographs, color, etc. Raining
on the way home: the atmosphere was saturated with water, lights reflected
in windows and were magnified by the darkness: some flashing, some constant.
Everything seemed glazed and intensified. Compare this drenched black



















I seem to require and enjoy
both.
It's interesting how I fluctuate from technical graphic images which take
great care in planning and organic free -flowing images which lend them
selves to accident and discovery. I obtain joy add satisfaction from both,
December 10 - January 3:
Oslo, Norway-dinner. . .unsophisticated people.
The city, Oslo, makes me think of what Moscow must be like: cold, gry,
bleak, dark, train stations open with no heat, people with heavy fur boots
and fur hats not stopping to notice anyone.
Architecturally, or structurally, it is like most large European cities:
heavy, dark and massive forms.
The cold is a brittle dead cold, not damp, but very penetrating.
They have patterned brick streets, which are twisting and confusing: not
a grid system. Street cars...
The countryside is warm and pleasant: wooden homes, clean lines. Some
older homes have wooden tracery.
I think everyone is pushing me to make commitments when I am not wanting
to commit myself to anything or anybody. The thought of going back to
the States and all my problems is agonizing.
Tenerife, Canary Islands
Ride across the island: green... all kinds of vegetation because of the
extreme altitudinal changes. Beautiful coastal towns untouched by com
mercialism. . .pleasant friendly out going people. . .nice subtleties and
contrasts in color and texture. People are so real, so human. . .Spanish
warm dark and beautiful. . .simple.
The island doesn't seem developed compared to the Bahamas, Jamaica, etc.
Americans, it appears, haven't bombed the place yet. There are a few big
areas being constructed but most land is virgin. ..a land developer's
paradise of real estate.
While I'm apart from someone I seem to remember mostly the good aspects
of that someone and our relationship. When I'm apart from one and with
another I think of the one I'm not with. It would be nice to have both...
ideal...but to be responsible to and for two people... to say nothing for
or about the two ...
possessive: I believe I really understand the word now.
January 9, 1973:
Grandfather's funeral; my crossed leg moved by my pulse... the heart...
life's blood... living... alive amongtall
the daad I would like to appre
ciate life through the healthy eyes and heart of an 81+ year old person.
8.
Each frame on a roll of film is a captured moment. Endless moments... an
inch of time to be remembered. . .strangers to be remembered intimately...
recall.
January 15;
My thesis proposal was finally accepted.
I am most content alone. I wasn't before this year. What society has
drummed into my head has all suddenly become absurd to me. I question
the idea of two people happily spending their lives together. Is it
realistic? Individuals change not always for the benefit of the union
but rather the detriment. Is it all that serious?
January 19:
Flowers all the way from Oslo'. Interesting, the change that occurs in
someone when they realize they love someone and are committed to them.
January 20: q
First color of Big Orange print(filledybonsiderably. It wasn't inked up
all the way in the beginning.
color: muted rose (Sinclair Valentine red, silver and oriental green).
I plan to over-print the green compliment.
Tribute print is finished. I am pleased: it' s what I wanted.
Golden-haired Lion
Partially washed out with solvent the previous printed image: dried:
counter-etched: talced stone: etched 20 drops:: 2oz. gum. Result - nice
floating image printed in black.
I get almost violent when forced to do womanly, wifely, trivial chores.
I'll be damned if I'm going to spend two hours in the kitchen every night
for anyone.
The highest of arts: to affect the quality of the day.
Reading Thoreau's Walden. I found myself skimming hurriedly along until
I realized this method was opposed to the purpose of his writing.
Many people seem to talk for the
sake of talking and never say anything...
annoying .
January 2lj.:
Asphaltum works only when it can
adhere to grease already in the stone.
The wildest scenes had become unaccountably familiar.
I found in myself, and still find, an instinct toward
a higher, or as it is named spiritual life as do most
men, and another
toward a primitive rank and savage
9.
one, and I reverence them both. I love the wild not
less than the good.8
"At the same time that we are earnest to explore and learn all things,
we require th=t all things be mysterious and unexplorable . . .9
Humility, like darkness, reveals the heavenly lights.
January 25;
I want to share someone's life not be it...exist together not for.
I feel I am too concerned with contrasts. Contrasts but not obvious con
trast. Reality is not always so bold and clear but elusive and opaque...
Walking through a forest looking for trees.
I feel I would do almost anything to work at Tamarind.
...reading Jean Anouilh's plays
All through Cavern he sets one character against another: gentle vs.
rough, weak vs. strong, etc. He switches back and forth between reality
and fantasy.
February 1:
Bruce Porter came from Tamarind
February 2:
Charbonnel tusche will settle and separate after awhile...gives a speckled
effect. Whereas, mixed fresh is smooth and velvety.
Using heavy etch now: on
"Being"
print, after I washed out areas with
benzol, I etched with 15 drops in 1 oz. gum several times to clean it
out and re -draw image.
I still think that using a lot of pressure squashes the ink into the pores
of the stone. A mild all-over etch, then heavier area-etching seems better.
I would like to print dry to avoid stretch arid shrinkage problems of wet
paper, but too much
pressure is required especially for large stones.
February U:
"Being"
stone printed well.. .black.. ,5Q Charbonnel, 50$ Senefelder' s.
Good stable image. Switched to 9% transparent base plus a tint of grmj
and printed T to bar and then some off register. There are 3 editions
of 5 each. Printed dry easily because of the size of the stone.
^Thoreau, Henry David, Walden, The New American Library of World Literature,























brought back ido eoujUbrlum by
means ot counter weights.
February 5:
Printed purple on Big Orange. Printed wet because it's a large stone and
heavy pressure is difficult: pressure distribution is larger. The purple
substantiates and gives depth. It appears that by etching this way, a
lot seems to burn away but is retrieved when proofing. The stone printed
exactly what I had in the original drawing.
Arches paper doesn't seem suitable for lithography: too thick and there
fore, acts as a cushion, unless one is capable of printing dry with ex
treme pressure. Thinner paper would accept ink better.
I just want to be left alone at least for a little while. I wish people
would understand.
February 6;
"The face of a true egoist is bearable. But the face of you^do gooders
turns the stomach. No one has the right to think so blatantly about
himself."-^
February 7;
I'm afraid my work will become tight and technical because I want to go to
Tamarind.
February 8;
When people inflict their voice on one's silence it can be very inhibiting
and annoying.
My prints are not pretty or beautiful...contrary to everything I've been
taught.
February 10:
Finished Anouilh' s Legend of Lovers. I hope I never think of life as
being so absurdly grotesque. I am cynical
and fatalistic, and realize
the futility of things sometimes, but I don't like to
think of reality
as being cold and harsh. I hope I will
be able to always find joy some
where; living would be ugly otherwise.
February 12:
I feel most comfortable with my non-beautiful, contrary,
objectionable
works. Works that make you think:
where everything is not in harmony
and colors are not
luscious and sensuously pleasing. This is more honest:
I am not luscious and sensuously pleasing
all the time either.
10Anouilh, Jean, Ornifle (Gill and Wang, New York, 1970), p. k3-
11.
Finished Anouilh's The Ermine . . .contrary. ? .grass always greener.. .always
MORE...perfection. I related to it. I wonder when the grass turns red?
February 13:
It's good not to settle for less but strive for more; healthy self interest.,
indulgence .
Finished Anouilh ' s Romeo and Jeannette.
It's difficult to be honest about certain things when it involves others.
Honestly strong.. .strongly honest. Especially when it's unpleasant for
someone.
February 15:
But the greatest men who have been philosophers have
felt the need both of silence and of mysticism: the
attempt to harmonize the two was what made their life,
and what always must, for all its arduous uncertainty,
make philosophy, to some minds, a greater thing than
either science or religion.H
In the intoxication of a quick success much that is
required for a true understanding of the universe has
been forgotten. Something of Hellenism and of orien
tal resignation must be combined with its hurrying
Western-self-assertion before it can emerge from the
ardor of youth into the mature wisdom of manhood. In
spite of its appeals to science, the true scientific
philosophy, I think, is something more arduous and
more aloof, appealing to less mundane hopes, and re





Jud suggested I be more obvious in my separation of opposites. I don't
feel it's important: I'm not trying to be obvious but rather subtle.
Having color without having color as if it had been colored.. .ambiguity.
^Russell, Bertrand, "Mysticism
and Logic", Selected Papers of Bertrand




I feel I'm on a merry-go-round, treadmill constantly going around never
diverting sideways. People, a mass human machine, keeps pushing it.
According to my mood, the people take shifts in powering the wheel. I
cause the wheel to break down sometimes for need of salty oil for
reju-
vination. I wish my tainted shell was harder to penetrate; the wheel
would go much slower then.
I need to be more assertive.
February 28;
I am neutral-attracted to them without pity, with a
kind of knowledge-hungry aversion. One delight of
the artist is to let himself be thoroughly infected
like this. I smile as I rebel against it, I know
my art needs this as a basis. Its blossoms will
wilt easily until the great strengthening. May the
day of proof come. To be able to reconcile the
opposites'. To express the great manifold in a
single word '.13
March 1;
Reading Paul Klee's Diaries.
fountain of words.
.everything I silently speak he says in a
March 2;
Millions of thoughts flying around in my head that I can't secure in ink.
All the prints I have ever seen are floating in space: Wunderlich and
Stella. . .most apparent. Even reading confuses me. Such an onslaught...
an assault of ideas.
Mailed Tamarind letter.
On quiet days, more inner activity.
March 3:
Screened photo trees on Big Orange . . .beautiful. . .have never felt so com
fortable with a print...very rewarding. It's like looking retrospect
ively at yourself and really liking it. Subtle quiet gentle appraisal...
unobtrusive quiet pleasure.
l^Klee, Felix, Diaries of Paul Klee (University of California Press,
Berkeley, California, 1969), P-> 97.
13.
March U:
Utter distraction: my stone broke: abrupt interruption. My mind is blank.
Machine orange crank lift
through which is a blue shirt
grinding a squeaky stone.
Little human ants walking,
riding, pushing through,
in and around
the red brick military imposition.
Spring flies buzzing around the windows.
Where are those mediocre calming grey's?
March 5:
For my kind of composition, it is essential that
the disharmonies. . .in the values be brought back
into equilibrium by counter weights and that the
harmony regained in this way not be wanly beauti
ful but strong. lU
To emphasize only the beautiful seems to me to be
like a mathematical system that only concerns it
self with positive numbers. -^5
March 6;
Well it happened; my two ideal males finally met with me in the middle.
I am desperately trying to stay whole; it is vital now.
"...for I know full well that the good must be maintained in the first
place, but that it cannot
live without the evil. "16
Torn apart by loving wolves
Teeth gnashing like silver swords
March 8:
You can't apply one method of etching to
all stones and their images:
Water etch for was^s
Hot etch for many grey areas
All-over etch for crayon
Gum for lights and solid darks





Saw Bergman's Cries and Whispers.
March 9;
I wish I wasn't burdened with the necessary act of breathing while swimming:
it certainly would solve problems.
March 10:
Helped Stan set up a "picnic
set" in his studio: I am really bothered by
falseness, and forced images and situations.
March 11:
Printed green wash on "Gold Lion".. .working on next color. ..blue-gray.
The top is nice, light and airy., .positive-negative sparse. I plan to
weight the bottom as contrast.
The geese are coming back
frogs are chirpping
the air seems heavier as Spring approaches
rain
March 12:
Suggestion: work with duality in Western man
end with the oriental acceptance of it.
I wish I could find someone who understood what I am trying to do. It is
difficult to express my nebulous thoughts clearly for someone else to
understand.
Nothing can be rushed. Things must grow, they
must grow upward, and if the time should ever
come for the great work so much the better.
We must go on looking for it. We have found
parts, but not the whole.
-w
Fred thinks my washes are chaotic and brutal, not delicate as I do.
March 13:
"Every higher organism is based on the synthesis of difference.
"18
Movement and counter-movement: unification of visual oppositions. Each
element cares for its compliment to achieve stability.
Reading Wunderlich again...makes color
work together. ..integrated whole.
I use it separately. My colors are segregated and sometimes fight each btheB.
-^Op. cit., Spiller, p. 95*
J-Slbid., p. i^-U.
IS.










"will" implies some possibility
of freedom of choice,
"wish" does not. "Wish"
gives the warmth, the content, the child's play,
the freshness, and the richness to "will".
"Will"
gives the self direction, the freedom,
and the maturity to "wish". If you have only
will and no wish, you have the dried up, Vic
torian post-Puritan man. If you have only wish
and no will, you have the driven, unfree, infan
tile human being who, as an adult, may become
the robot man.-'-'
I am so aware of all the unawareness. ..people playing such banal, trad
itional rolls. All Yamasaki facades... thin lacking spirit and authen
ticity. . .non-heroic. Venturi.. .non-heroic heroism.
Struggle between conscious and unconscious: conscious in the sense of
being aware of what I'm doing, technically, and using a literal trans
lation of Polaritie s as opposed to unconscious and more spiritual,
metaphorical, deeper and not superficial.
Polarity, a kind of opposition, between unconscious and conscious exper
ience. Compensatory. . .conscious controls the illogical vagaries of the
unconscious (geometric forms control "chaotic" washes) while the uncon
scious keeps the conscious from drying up, and being spiritless.
Harmony with this combination: internal and external. The harmony of an
internal form and the inner consistency of a theory.
March 17:
I feel people take my work too literally.
I want the seriousness of my intent to be respected.
March 18;
Understanding is so full of contradictions in itself that the responses
to it are inevitably contradictory as well.
April 2:
Trip to Augusta, Georgia...I
need to be more assertive: men constantly
keep moving in and taking
over because I'm a female and I'm tired of being
or being placed in a passive roll.
"^May, Rollo,
Existential Psychotherapy (The Bryant Press Limited, Canada,
1967), P.164
16.
I seem more involved with my senses and the beauty I see in nature...
my shutter mind...mind shutter. ..shutter speed - constant. More con
cerned with recording what I see than recreating another object. I am
deeply involved in the photographic image and what I can record through
it.
April 9;
Rest period...no stimulation. . .my body tells my mind to stop.
Visconti Death in Venice : beautiful film... subtle colors...soft feeling
produces p.sychic mood. American film makers seem so competitive; out to
out do each other, to be original for shock value. European film makers
seem more involved in portraying reality as it truely is.
Printed red lines on Big Orange...printed well.. .registration problems.
Arches didn't accent the ink well, but it serves its purpose.
April 10:
Considering Both Sides print: would like to have subtle changes in flat
tones in the center, barely there. Possibly a blended roll of minute
changes of color. The print just isn't interesting enough, it needs
more to look into.
Printed green on Small Orange. Looks lovely and lacey. Good start for
contrast of orange figure.
Method of thought: Eastern and Western analogous to mind-body problem.
Intellect and emotion.
Creative and neurotic minds have a lot in common. They're both dissat
isfied with what they see; they both believe something else ought to be
there .
April 13:
Small Orange - I want to portray him in the color of mechanized humanity
and conventionalized America. What is the symbolic color of plastic?
April Ik:
Saw Straw Dogs. Is nothing sacred?
Printed grey blended roll on
"Both sides" print.. .nice...printed dry.
Rives heavy weight paper is the best so far.
April 21:
To some my work is not definitive.
I am not concerned with statements
now, but
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I don't remember ever being so sensitive to color and nature before: it
is all so delicate, subtle, soft and fine. So quiet and yet that tremen
dous overwhelming power and richness of summer is there. Oh, to be able
to see spring for the first time never having experienced summer.
April 2U:
Interesting how, when I want to be alone, I am surrounded with people -
pressures and when they do leave me, I seem to be in need of companion
ship. Sad...A true Ste^enwolf . ^hich is the cause and which is the
effect? Is the grassjtruely; .greener on the other side even if yptrve
already been there? Do_He-.not work with what we have...we are truely 4






Printed pink Small Orange from a "3M" type K plate. The dot pattern filled
badly: scumming problems: miserable to print but I was able to obtain a
small edition.
Inked up the Wu-Shih stone. Terrible technical problems: no tympans,
paper, rollers, etc. are big enough.
stone for a long time: I should have
buy special paper. It's exhausting,
April 28:
I have wanted to print this big
known'. I made larger tympans and will
I can' t do too much at a. time .
Wu-Shih. . .printed using velour paper from Gene Valley. Used all over
etch of 20 drops to 2 oz. gum then hot etched most areas again. Inked up
slowly with Senef
elder'
s. When Charbonnel Noir Velours was added and
pressure increased, it started to fill. After another etch it held well.
I would have preferred a whiter paper with the black ink. The buff should
look nice with color.
April 30:
Printed first color off Wu-Shih stone. Color took two hours to mix. I
wanted the winter grey of trees seen at a distance. Used nuclear roller
and had trouble with roller marks periodically. The stone was definitely
stable. It is a comfortable feeling to know you have control over a stone
and the image you created: to be one; working as a whole unit, not against
each etheB. I took fifty impressions from this image without it changing.
May 1;
Did the reversal on Wu-Shih stone: worked beautifully.
the medium to its full potential.





To like elements that are hybrid
mtkery thm pure,
compromising rather -than clean,
distorted rather than fxtiktitokci
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perverse, as well as ypparsoml,
inconsistent and aqupvocai rather
than direct and? cleaf,








grey . to black or
white.
To be readable on many Uvets
ai once,.
Complexity
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I would like to do a series of photographs on the different stages of a
stone. I have thought about it for a long time.
I want to keep myself close as possible to reality so that I won't wander
out into the world of concepts or symbols. I feel foreign there and it
makes itself evident in my work.
Need to redefine the concept "good". Not in terms of the Christian "evil"
but all that comes from the heart of disinterest or detachment: freedom:
individual...particular goodness of reality.
May 2:
Printed reversal. . .beautiful.
May 3:
I am unable to get into the studio until Monday. Four days' delay due to
a bad fire in the painting studio.
I am now confronted with having to edit my thesis notes.
Spirit must lean on science as its guide in reality, and that science
must turn to the spirit for the meaning of life.
After reading the three books I have taken my thesis notes in I am left
with the question; where do I begin?
May U:
The Chinese have never failed to recognize the parodoxes and the polarity
inherent in what is alive. The opposites always balance one another. I
always find contentment when I am involved some way with the oriental
culture .
In a culture one-sidedness, though offering momentum,
is a mark of bar
barism. In the West the trend seems to be against the intellect in favor
of feeling or intuition; a balancing off hopefully.
May 8;
Big Orange printed well: exactly what I wanted.
I feel more comfortable
with some works more than others...possibly the ones I spent more time on
and "worked
over"
more. I usually feel closer to people, objects, etc.
after I have spent time with them. ..creature of habit?
May 9;
Hung the show yesterday; it looks good, everything
holds together well.
19.
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I hope to continue to feel good about the termination of my formal
schooling. I don't feel depressed because something is ending: I did
after my BFA. Rather, I feel confident of something more. . .something
on-going... a way of life.
20.
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